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item-with the exception of announcements, advflrtiRf\
ments and news items-published in 1965 in every 
issue of the 1,147 journal titles covered by the index. 
.1£very reference citation is extracted from these items 
and listed alphabetically by name of oited author to 
form the citation index. The citation index therefore 
contains a record of all doeuments, of all dates and of 
whatever provenanee, eitcd by the 1965 issues of the 
journals covered in the source index. For the purposes 
of this study, a special print-out of data from the index 
was commissioned. This listed all oitations to the 
journal literature in 1963 and 1964 from the SOT 
source list (26·1 per eent of all the 1965 citations), and 
it consisted of 560,624 citations to 296,182 unique 
items. Checking these with a list of 1,842 British journal 
titles, 1\'Iartyn and Gilchrist found that 590 British 
journals (32 per cent) were cited in the index. Alto
getlwr there were 68,764 eitations in H.l65 to a total of 
28,949 papers published in 1963 and 1964 in British 
journals. Of these citations, 14·9 per cent were made 
to one journal (Nature), 90·05 per cent to Ill titles, 
and 95·02 per ocnt to 165 titles (9 per cent of the total 
number of current British journals and 28 per cent of 
all cited titles). 

In addition to ranking British journals according to 
the number of citationR received in 1965, Martyn and 
Gilchrist list the 165 journals in the order of the ratio 
between the number of papers oited and the number of 
papers published in 1964, thus showing how muoh of 
the contents of each journal in 1964 was used in 1965. 
Not Rurprisingly, review journals and journals with 
very specialized interosts topped this list. Five journals 
had all their published papers cited-these were the 
Chemical Society's Quarterly Review, Immunology, 
Advances in Physics, Reports on the Progress in Physics, 
and Progress in Materials Science. Nature had 55·1 
per eent of its papers quoted in 1965. A further list 
arranges the same 16fi journals in order of the number 
of citations oaeh cited paper received. Physics, 
Advances in Physics and the Chemical Society's 
Quarterly Review were top in this table. Each cited 
item in Nature was cited an average of 2·72 timeR 
compared with a ratio of 7·07 for Physics. 

OBITUARY 

Miss June Arlidge 
ALL those who are involved with industrial research 
in Britain will be Had to hear of the death of Miss 
• June Arlidgc (43), the secretary of the Committee of 
Directors of Researeh Associations. She died on 
November 20 after a long illness, and her death will be 
a eonsiderable loss to the CDRA. She WaR the first 
permanent secretary of the organization, and was in 
large measure responsible for the many new initiatives 
during the five years she was at the CDRA. 

June Arlidge came to the CDRA after working for 
the OECD in Paris (when it was still O.I£CC), for the 
Federation of British Industry, and for the British 
Iron and Steel Researeh Association. As well as 
setting up the Ht~omt11riat and organizing publieaLions, 
she was re~ponsiblc for coordinating work with the 
Depnrtmcnt of Education 11nd Scienee and the Ministry 
of Labour on the industrial training acts. She nlso 
contributed to the formation of a working party on 
building materials which brought together work from 
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researeh associations and outside organizations, and 
which recently produeed its firRt publication, on the 
testing serviecs available in Britain. At meetings of 
the British Association she was a familiar figure, and 
the exhibitions she organized are likely to become a 
regular fmLturc at BA meetings. More recently, she 
was working on a major reorganization of the CDRA, 
which is likely to eomc to fruition in the next few 
months. Meanwhile, the diffieult task of finding a 
replaecment for her is likely to wait until the new 
structure of the CDRA is decided, and a specification 
for the job can be written. 

SOCIETIES 

Chemists Rehoused 
THE Chemieal Society haR been the chief beneficiary 
and the British Academy and Society of Antiquaries the 
lesser benefieiaries of the Royal Society's move from 
Burlington House to its new marble and formica rooms 
nt Carlton House Terrace. In the Government's 
shareout of the Royal Society's old rooms at Burlington 
House, the Chemical Sooiety received, rent free, most of 
the larger rooms. Between July 1967, when the Royal 
Society moved out, and August this year, when the 
Chemical Society moved in, the rooms were adapted and 
refurbished to meet the needs and tastes of the chemists. 
The society also has some extra accommodation among 
the tailors in nearby Savilo Row, 9,200 Hquare feet of 

The library after conversion . 

warehouse spaee in Letchworth and a share in a lecture 
theatre which has yet to be built in Savile Row. 
Thanks to the Government, donations from fellows and 
the industry and its own funds-which totalled 
£300,000-thc Chemical Society now finds itself with 
23,500 square feet in two London premises which 
includes a library more than four times the prev ions 
size. For the first time for many years, the entire 
library of the soeiety is under the Rame roof, at Bur
lington House. 

The only thing that has suffered is the interior of 
Burlington House. The Chemical Society, naturally 
enough, is delighted with its new home, hut not every
hody will share its enthusiasm for the conversion 
wrought on the old library. This lofty mid-Vietorian 
room nRed to extend through two storeys with a double 
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gallery on the upper level. By dividing this into two 
storeys with a false ceiling and floor, an additional 
2,400 square feet of office space has been provided but 
at the expense of the room's character. 

The new false floor, carried by two steel girders, has 
the virtue of being sound-proof. As befits a home for 
chemists, all sorts of new building materials have been 
used in the sound proofing-polystyrene bags filled with 
sand, quilts of rock-wool, fibrous plaster and a nylon 
carpet. The library users will not be disturbed by the 
typists above them, but they will have to learn to live 
with less elegant surroundings and the obtrusive false 
ceiling. The architects admit that "there is no attempt 
to achieve a spurious stylistic unity by copying Victor
ian details. The new work stands in clear contrast 
separate and distinguishable from the original 
fabric". 

COUNTRYSIDE 

Developing the Countryside 
A SPECIAL commission of inquiry to look into all aspects 
of the exploration of natural gas in Britain is called 
for by the newly designated Countryside Commission 
in its annual report, just published (HMSO, lOs 6d). 
The commission was disappointed by the decision of 
the Minister of Housing and Local Government to 
allow the development of shore terminals and proces
sing plant at Bacton in Norfolk. It says that its fears 
that other development might follow have been real
ized, and in July this year planning permission was 
given for a chimney 175 feet high on the coast. To 
stop further development of this sort, the commission 
calls for a national policy which would ensure that all 
future developments could be considered in a national 
rather than a local context. 

The commission, formerly the National Parks Com
mission, is also discouraged by a lack of money and 
restricted executive powers. It reports that several 
projects have had to be postponed and it has been able 
to take on only about half the number of technical 
staff it wanted this year. Despite these setbacks, 
however, the commission is enthusiastic about its 
enlarged responsibilities under the new Countryside 
Act, which became law on August 3. It reports 
several important achievements-the designation of 
four new areas of outstanding natural beauty (South 
Hampshire coast, Norfolk coast, Kent Downs and 
Anglesey); a start on the restoration of the Mon
mouthshire and Brecon Canal; the completion of the 
purpose-built youth hostel and national park informa
tion centre at Once Brewed in Northumberland; and 
progress on the establishment of the first national park 
day visitor centre at Brockhole in the Lake District. 
The director of Brockhole has now been appointed 
and the centre should open to the public in the summer 
of 1969. 

The commission is facing the possibility that two 
reservoirs will be built within the Dartmoor National 
Park-in the Meldon Valley near Okehampton, and 
at Swincombe, near Princetown. Despite several 
public inquiries, petitions, and alternative suggestions 
by the commission and others, the Meldon site has now 
received approval from the Minister of Housing. So 
far no decision has been made by the Government 
about the Swincombe site, which has the approval of 
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the Water Resources Board (see Nature, 219, 888; 
1968). The commission is strongly opposed to this 
site, believing that alternative sites exist outside the 
national park. It says that a reservoir at Townleigh 
would not only supply Plymouth, south-west Devon 
and east Cornwall, but that in addition it could also 
supply north Devon, obviating the need for the con
troversial site at Meldon in the northern part of the 
park. 

ASTRONOMY 

More Pulsars Slowing Down 
from our Astronomy Correspondent 

READERS of Professor Fred Hoyle's The Black Cloud 
will be glad that meetings at the Royal Astronomical 
Society can be just as stirring as they were when 
perturbations in the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn 
which heralded the approach of the Black Cloud were 
announced. On that occasion, incredulous astronomers 
were visibly fuming in the meeting room at Burlington 
House. The reaction was more controlled when Profes
sor F. G. Smith mounted the rostrum last Friday even
ing to report that four pulsars seemed to be running 
down. For one thing, the news was not entirely un
expected. In May this year, Professor T. Gold had 
predicted that if pulsars are rotating neutron stars it 
might be possible to find a slight slowing down of the 
repetition rate (Nature, 218, 731; 1968). Because the 
range of pulsar periods which have been discovered so 
far-from thirty times a second to once every two 
seconds-is hard to explain in terms of star pulsations, 
astronomers have lately been leaning toward the view 
that rotation is the time keeping mechanism. In 
November, Cornell University reported that the fast 
pulsar which seems to be associated with the Crab 
nebula is slowing its pulsing rate by about one part in 
2,000 per year. But what is remarkable about the new 
measurements is the minute lengthening in the period 
of the four pulsars which it has been possible to detect 
over the short interval, astronomically speaking, of 
one year. 

Mr T. W. Cole of the radio astronomy group at the 
University of Cambridge is credited with the first 
detection of the lengthening of the period of the pulsars. 
(His investigation is on four Cambridge pulsars, in
cluding three of the four announced by Cambridge in 
February (Nature, 21'i, 709; 1968).) Jodrell Bank soon 
followed, and was able to improve on the accuracy of 
the Cambridge measurements, Professor Smith said. 
Only the figures for CP 0834 were written on the black
board at the Royal Astronomical Society. On Aprill, 
1968, its periodicity was 1·2737631515 s, and the 
change of period per period is 5·0 ± 0·8 x I0-15. This 
implies an increase of roughly 200 ns per year in the 
periodicity. 

The fact that no pulsar has been found to be speed
ing up, rather than running down, seems to be signi
ficant. A rotating neutron star is expected to slow 
down gradually as it loses energy. On the other hand, 
it is by no means clear what kind of behaviour to expect 
from a vibrating star as it ages. One view is that it is 
just as likely to show an increase in its pulsation rate 
as a decrease. On the vibrating star hypothesis, one 
might therefore expect just as many pulsars to be 
speeding up as slowing down. 
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